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Automatic detection of tomato roots in minirhizotron images
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Abstract

The minirhizotron technique is a suitable tool to observe changes in the size and activity of
root systems. Qualitative measurements of variables such as root color and root branching

can be made along with quantitative measurements of root growth. But a high number of

replicates are necessary for the quantification of root dynamics. For example, in a field

experiment 56 minirhizotrons were used to investigate the influence of saline irrigation water

on the root dynamic of tomatoes. Nine root inventories over the growing season resulted in

more then 26,000 images. The evaluation of such a high number of images is very labor

intensive. An automatic image analysis system is an optimal tool for root detection. A new

approach for an automatic image analysis based on the identification of root contours is
under development. The original approach was a contour based seed detection. A new

region based seed detetection allows to take more more global information into account and

improve the whole root detection significantly. fhe detected seeds are expended to the root

countour. The new approach was evaluate with video images of tomato roots. The state-of-

the-art of the äutomatic root detection will be presented and problems will be discussed.
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Workshop program
Workshop on Fine Root Turnover

In Forest Ecosystems

Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU), Uppsala, Sweden
September 8-10, 2003

Place: University campus, Hall L (see the campus map marked with B)

Organizer : Hooshang Maj di Hooshan g. Maj di @,eom. slu. se

Hosted by: Land Use Strategies for Reducing Net Green House Gas Emissions program
(LUSTRA) and Department of Ecology and Environmental Sciences, P. O. Box 7012, SE-
75007 Uppsala

A three day workshop on fine root turnover will be held at Swedish University of
agricultural Sciences in Uppsala, Sweden. There will be space for 25 posters. You are
welcome to submit a manuscript on fine root dlmamics and turnover to the workshop. All
manuscripts will be peer reviewed for publishing in Journal of Plant and Soil.

The objectives of the workshop are:

1. To discuss and exchange scientific results and critical reviews on the development
of new techniques and the use of standard techniques to observe and quantify roots.

2. To discuss the status of knowledge on fine root turnover of trees as well as forest
floor vegetation.

3. To come to new conclusions on the magnitude of root turnover in forest ecosystems
compared to earlier findings.

4. To evaluate and discuss scaling of root- carbon pools and -fluxes from the stand or
site level to the ecosystem and regional or national level.

5. To recommend method(s) for measuring root litter production in future studies.
6. To publish the peer-reviewed manuscripts and outcome of the discussion groups in

the iournal Plant and Soil.


